
  FORMBY HIGH SCHOOL  English Department 

Year 7 Autumn Term 1 – Knowledge Organiser ‘Schools’ 

Context 
During this period of transition students will have 

opportunities to read, reflect and respond to a variety of 

fiction (including poetry) and non-fiction texts which 

develop their understanding of writers’ perspectives on 

SPAG 
 

 Effective sentence variety 

 Controlled and effective sentence           
 construction 

 Range of punctuation used accurately 

 Range of vocabulary used effectively 

 Accurate spelling  

Spellings to Learn 
 

 excited 
 separate 
 definitely 
 writer 
 writing 
 assembly 
 surprise 
 anxious 
 nervous 
 tomorrow 

ILJ Links 
BBC Bitesize; read a text which 

looks at Victorian schooldays eg. 

Jane Eyre, Bronte; Nicholas 

Nickleby, Dickens; Teacher’s 

Dead, Zephaniah 

Key Terms 
 metaphor 
 alliteration 
 simile 
 personification 
 onomatopoeia 
 genre 
 stanza 
 rhyme 
 rhythm 
 direct speech 
 reported speech 
 

Assessment Task 
 

Extended writing: First Day 

at FHS 

Skills 
 Poetry analysis and comparison 
 Punctuation and sentencing 
 Structure and paragraphing 

Content 

  
‘My First Day at FHS’ 
‘My Imagined First Day at FHS’ 

  
well-structured formal expository and 
narrative essays  stories, scripts, poetry 
and other imaginative writing 

  
Teach poetic devices: meta-
phor, simile, personification, 
alliteration, and onomatopoeia. 
Students to create a glossary of 
terms 

  
recognising a range of poetic conven-
tions and understanding how these 
have been used 

  
Read and respond to poetry 
anthology- school poems 
‘First Day at School’ 
‘Half Past Two’ -read and ana-
lyse poems 
Comparison of the two poems 
using the chart 
Students to feedback to the 
class 

  
knowing how language, including fig-
urative language, vocabulary choice, 
grammar, text structure and organisa-
tional features present meaning 

  

  
‘Hard Times’ extract with Skills 
questions and tasks. 

  
understand increasingly challenging 
texts through: learning new vocabu-
lary, relating it explicitly to known vo-
cabulary and understanding it with the 
help of context and dictionaries 
English Literature, both pre-1914 and 
contemporary, including prose, poetry 
and drama 


